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Turning off when in hospital
Please obey the restriction rules and turn off the device near hospitals.

 
Turning off when on flight
Please obey the relevant rules and restrictions; any interference caused by a wireless device 
may be dangerous.

 

Turning off in service areas 
Turn off wireless devices in gas station, or near chemical or inflammable stuff.

TO ENSURE SAFE AND PROPER USE 
Please read these guidelines to avoid an illegal or dangerous use. 
For additional information please read the user manual.

 
Safe turning on of the device
Do not turn on the device when use of same is not allowed or when its use  may cause inter-
ferences or danger situations. 
 

Safety on traffic on top
Please obey local regulations, drive with both hands and strictly re-spect road safety. 

Interferences
All wireless devices may have work improperly, owing to interferences.
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Qualified service 
Only qualified staff is recommended for device installation and main-tanance.

Accessories and batteries
Use only approved accessories and batteries, always use compati-ble devices.

 
Impermeability 
This kind of device is not water-proof. You should keep it in dry places.
 

Get a copy
Remember to save one copy of any important data memorized in your device, for fear they 
may get lost due to unpredictable reasons.

 

Emergency call
Make sure network is available and the “call” feature is activated; when some network featu-
res are active, emergency call might be unavailable. So please deactivate these functions and 
dial the emergency number once again. 

GENERAL RULES FOR A SAFE USE 

• Only use batteries and battery chargers approved by the manufacturer. Use of any 
other product may cause losses to the battery, overheating, explosion or flame.

• Avoid crashes, shakings, or violent throws of your device.
• Do not put battery, phone or battery charger in microwave ovens or in any other high 

pression device.
• Avoid to use phone in places containing explosive gas, it could not function or catch 

fire. 
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• The phone should be kept away from heat sources, do not expose it to excessive dust 
or humidity, which could cause malfuncions.

• Phone must be kept out of reach of children.
• Do not lay the phone on an unstable or unsmoothy surface.
 
 
TIPS FOR A SAFE USE OF THE PHONE

• Remember to switch your phone off when in hospital, in flight or in places where use 
of mobile is not allowed. Mobile phones could affect normal functions of electronic 
or medical devices; therefore please obey the con-cerned rules.  Please make sure 
that your mobile phone does not switch on automatically in flight due to the “alarm” 
function. 

• Do not use your mobile phone when the signal is weak or you are in proximity of 
electronic devices of high precision, particularly near aids for people with hearing 
disabilities, pacemakers and other medical devices, near fire alarms, car doors or 
other automatic control devices. 

• Do not tap or hit heavily the display, it could break.

• Do not disassemble or modify the phone, it could be dangerous and may cause 
malfunctioning. 

• Do not use needles or pen tops to tap on keyboard; this may cause a serious dama-
ge and prevent its wor-king.

• Do not store the phone near magnetic strips, the radiations could cancel information 
stored in the hard disk, payment or credit cards. 

• Keep the phone dry, any pouring or spilling of water or other liquids may cause an 
overheating, loss or bad working of the phone. 

• You are requested to use suitable earphones when driving.  

RULES FOR SAFE USE OF BATTERY

• Do not throw the battery into the fire, it could catch fire and explode. 
• Do not weld the contacts of the battery, it might cause losses, overheating, explo-

sion or flame. 
• Should the battery liquids affect eyes, rinse them well with abundant water, do not 

rub with fingers and go immediately to the hospital.
• Do not disassemble or modify the battery, it could cause losses, overheating, explo-
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sion or flame. 
• Do not use the battery near fire or heating devices; this could cause losses, overhea-

ting, explosion or flame.  
• Should the battery overheat, change colour or deform during its use, when it is 

under charge or in deposit, please stop immediately the use of same and replace it 
immediately. 

• Should the battery have losses or exhale bad smells, immediately remove it from 
heating sources, to avoid danger of fire or explosion. 

• Do not store the battery in wet conditions, this may cause overheating, smoke or 
erosion of the battery itself. 
Keep the battery far from places exposed to the blazing sun or at high temperatures, 
this may cause losses or overheating which could affect the lifespan of the battery. 
 
RULES FOR SAFE USE OF BATTERY CHARGER

• Please use alternating current 220V;  a misuse could cause losses, fire or damages to 
the phone and to the battery charger. 

• Avoid short-circuits to the battery charger; this could cause electric discharges, smoke 

and could damage the battery charger. 
• Control the battery charger does not have a damaged cable, it could cause fire and 

electric discharges. 
• Keep the battery charger far from water holders to avoid sprinkling which could cause 

overheating, losses or bad working.
• Should the battery charger get wet due to water or any other liquid, immediately 

disconnect it from the power socket to avoid any overheating, fire, electric discharge or 
bad working.

• Do not disassemble or modify the battery charger, this may cause damage to person, 
electric discharge, fire or damages. 

• Avoid to store it in places with high umidity like bathrooms; this could cause electric 
discharges, fire or bad working.

• Do not handle the battery charger, the power cable or socket with wet hands.
• Do not overload or modify the power cable, this could cause electric discharges or fire. 
• Unplug the power cable prior to any cleaning or maintaining of your phone.
• Hold steady the battery charger when unplugging, otherwise the power cable could 

break and cause electric discharges or fire. 
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CLEANING AND MAINTAINING

• Mobile phone, battery and battery charger are not impermeable, thus they should not 
be used in places with high humidity like bathrooms. Make sure the phone does not 
become wet under rain.

• Use a soft cloth to clean phone,  battery and battery charger.
• Do not use alcohol, diluents or benzine to clean the phone. 

GENERAL TIPS

For the phone:
• do not use your mobile phone next to other phones, television, radio and electronic 

devices in offices
For the battery:
• store the battery in places not exposed to blazing sunlight, in fresh and windy places.
• battery has a limited lifespan; after frequent charges the charging time shortens. If the 

battery does not char-ge after several attempts, this means that it should be replaced 

with a new, specific and approved battery.
• please dispose of the exhausted batteries obeying the local laws, separately from the 

daily waste.
For the battery charger:
• Do not charge in the following places: under blazing sunlight, in places with tempe-

rature inferior to 5° or superior to 40°; in wet, dusty places and with vibrations which 
may cause bad working; near to electronic devices as TV and radios (this may damage 
quality of sound and images). 
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1 Speaker

2 Left function key/Favorite numbers

3 Accept call/Call/Call history

4 Keypad lock

5 Special symbols, Volume + FM radio

6 Text input mode/FM radio volume control/ Mute

7 UP-DOWN in menu or menu items / Volume adjustment during call

8 On-off switch/End call

9 Right function key

10 Torch

1. PHOTO OF THE PRODUCT
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2. SETUP 

• Place your phone on flat surface with screen facing down; remove back cover by 
sliding it upwards.

• Locate the SIM card slot and insert the card-metal contacts are pointing downwards.
• If you want to, you can also insert a microSDHC card. Lock it by shifting the metal 

slider to LOCK position.
• Insert battery.
• Put the back cover on its original place.

Charging battery
• Make sure the battery is inserted.
• It’s possible to charge this phone both in on and off states.
• Charger connector is located on the bottom side of the phone.
• it’s also possible to charge this phone directly over included 230 V charger with a 

microUSB connector or by placing it in stand and then connecting the stand to the 
charger. Once the battery is fully charged, disconnect the charger from the wall outlet.

Turning on/off
In order to turn the phone on, hold the button with a red telephone receiver symbol on it (9) 
until the phone turns on.
Input SIM card pin code, in case it’s required.
In order to turn the phone off, hold the button with a red telephone receiver symbol on it (9) 
until the phone turns off.
 
Keypad lock
In order to lock the keypad slide the keypad lock switch, which is located on the side of the 
phone, down.
In order to unlock the keypad slide it back up.
Phone lock password is used in order to prevent other people from using your phone. It’s 
usually set up by the phone manufacturer and it can be changed later.

This password is set to 1122 by default for this particular device.
In case the phone is locked, it’s not possible to use it until you input the correct password. In 
case you change the default factory password setting, make sure to properly note the new 
one!
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Flashlight
Flashlight can be turned on or off using slider switch located on the side of the phone.

4. MENU 

Pressing the UP button gets you to phone menu with following items: Messages - Multimedia 
– Settings – Extra – Services - Phonebook – Call history.
Pressing the DOWN button gets you to the „Contact list” menu.
Use the UP and DOWN arrow keys in order to navigate the menu.

Current menu item can usually be selected by pressing the (2) button. In order to return to the 
previous menu or cancel you would usually press button (10).
 
5. VOICE CALLS 

Input the desired phone number using the phone keypad and press the green button (3) to 
begin call. In case a mistake has been made when entering the number, press the red button 
(10) “Delete“ and last digit will be deleted.

In order to accept incoming call, press the green button (3)
In order to decline call, press the red button (9). Volume can be adjusted during call by 
pressing (8).
In order to turn on the loudspeaker (hands-free) press the button (10) during the call. 

Contacts
Dialing number from contact list
Press the DOWN button to enter the „Contact list“ menu.
Find desired number
Press button with the first letter of name you are looking for and then finish selection using 
the UP/DOWN arrow keys.
Press the (3) button with green telephone receiver icon to proceed to start the call.

Saving the phone number on the internal memory or the SIM card
Enter the number you want to save, press (2) Options > Save to contact list > On SIM or On 
internal memory.
Enter name under which will the number be saved > Press button (2) Options > Save.
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Managing the contact list
In “Contact list” menu you can choose from following options:
Add contact - Display - Send SMS - Call - Edit - Delete - Copy - Settings - Operation 

Settings
Preferred memory: selection of preferred memory for contact storage
Fast dial: once enabled, it’s possible to assign contacts to buttons 2 to 9. In order to call 
those numbers, press the button and hold it for more than 2 seconds.
Memory status: displays SIM card memory and phone internal memory usage.
This option allows you to transfer contacts between SIM and phone internal memory.
  
5. SMS  
 
Press UP arrow key in standby and accept by choosing OK.

Write message
First write message content.

Text writing
Switch between input modes (ABC, abc, 123) by pressing the
# key repeatedly.
In abc/ABC modes it’s possible to write letters by pressing buttons 2-9. By pressing the but-
ton repeatedly, you write one of the characters listed on it. Single press results in first letter 
being written, double writes the second one, etc.
You can shift the text cursor to the right/left by pressing UP/DOWN keys.

Inserting symbols, space, numbers.
Press * to open available characters menu and then choose the desired character by pres-
sing UP/DOWN arrow keys.
Accept by pressing (2).

You can insert space by pressing the 0 button. This option is disabled when in 123 mode.
In “123“mode you can directly input digits by pressing corresponding buttons.
You can send the short message you have written by pressing (2) Options > Send > Input 
number > Add from contact list and then use UP/DOWN arrow keys to select recipient and 
accept by pressing OK > Send.
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In the messages menu you can also find Incoming SMS, Sent SMS, concepts (messages 
you started writing but didn’t send), Non-sent or SMS settings (option to setup SMS center, 
advice settings) etc. 

6. MULTIMEDIA 

File manager
Allows you to manage files stored on the memory card (in case it’s inserted).

Audio player
Sound files need to be stored on the microSD card in the
“My music“ folder.
Button (2): Options
Button (10): Play/Pause
Button (8): Volume control
Buttons (6) / (7): Skip track to next or last

Sound recording
Insert the microSDHC card and in Options menu select other recording options
FM radio
Adjust volume using UP/DOWN arrow keys. FM radio menu can be left by pressing the red 
phone receiver button.
If you are in the FM radio menu, you can display following local menu by pressing the 2 
(Options) button: Channel list: If you have tuned the individual channels with stations before, 
you can now choose one of them and start listening to it.
Manual input: Insert radio frequency manually. Automatic tuning: tuning is initiated after you 
accept the „Automatically search for channels and save them?“ dialog.
Setting –Background playback: Activates the background playback mode, radio keeps play-
ing even once you leave the FM radio menu.
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7. SETTINGS 

Profiles
Allows you to save up to 4 profiles-Main, Silent, Meeting, Outdoors-with option to adjust 
signalization type, ringtone adjustment, volume adjustment, etc. Profiles can be customized 
and settings can be stored.

Customizing the profile involves the following items:
1. Alert Type (vibration / ring ...)
2. Ring type. (One notice etc)
3. Ringtone (4 default ringtones / persdonaliz ..)
4. Ringtone Volume
5. Message (message tone)
6. Message volume
7. Keypad (silent / speaking ...)
8. Key tone volume (keyboard)
9. Power on (silent / sound)
10. Power off (silent / sound)

11. System alert: if on, allows for audible warnings ... ex:, if you insert the SD card, in addition 
to information that appears on the display it hears a tone to advise of this

Phone 

Time and date
Date and time settings, enable/disable summer time.

Language
Menu language settings

Preferred input mode
Lets you change your preferred text input mode

Airplane mode
Upon activation of this mode is the SIM card disengaged and it’s no longer possible to 
accept calls or start them.
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LCD backlight
Adjust backlight intensity by pressing button (8). Lowering the backlight intensity extends 
battery life.

Cellular networks
Automatic or manual network login and network choice.
 
Security
Allows you to setup PIN code for the SIM card, phone and to setup automatic keypad lock.
PIN code insertion will be required every time you turn the phone on.

PIN1/PIN2 code
PIN1/PIN2 code (4 to 8 digits) is used to protect your SIM card against unauthorized access. 
PIN code is   usually provided by a mobile operator and it’s equipped together with the SIM 
card. In case you enable the SIM card protection using the PIN1/PIN2 code, you will be 
required to input this code every time you turn the phone on. In case you input a wrong code 
3 times in a row, SIM card will be automatically locked and it will no longer be possible to 
insert the PIN1/PIN2 code

Warning: In case you insert a wrong PIN/PIN2 code three times in a row, SIM card will 
automatically get locked and it will stay locked until you input a PUK code. You usually 
receive the PUK code from your mobile operator together with the SIM card.

SOS calls and sending SMS messages
In order to enable SOS calls/SMS sending go to Settings > SOS features > Status: Off or On

Upon the press of SOS button on the back side a sound alarm triggers and numbers stored 
in the SOS number list will be automatically called. Additionally, the phone will also send an 
SOS message. Text of this message can be changed under Settings > SOS message.

In case the emergency call is accepted, phone automatically switches to loud handsfree 
mode. If you want to end this mode once the SOS feature is active, press the button with red 
phone receiver icon (9). 
 
Info SOS Alarm: attention to including numbers with automatic response or with voice, 
as the alarm sequence is interrupted by answering the call. 
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Restore defaults
Reverts settings back to factory defaults (code 1122).

8. EXTRA 

Alarm clock
Adjust its settings under Extra > Alarm clock > Adjust to toggle ON/OFF press buttons (6) 
and (7).
Adjust time and type of repetition, melody and type, save everything by pressing button (10).

Bluetooth
If you turn on the Bluetooth and enable visibility, you can search for other Bluetooth devices 
in proximity in My devices menu and connect the phone and pair the phone with this device. 
When enabled, Bluetooth increases energy consumption, reducing battery duration in pro-
cess.
Calculator
This phone features calculator with basic operations. Input numbers (press “#” to insert float 
point), use up

and down arrow keys to select desired operation (+), (-),
(x) or (/) and press (3) to accept.

9. CALL HISTORY 

Press green button (3) on the main screen to display list of last calls. You can also find the 
complete list of all calls in Call history menu.
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10. TROUBLESHOOTING 

In case you encounter an issue when using this phone, please look for possible solutions in 
the table below. 

PROBLEM SOLUTION

Phone cannot be turned on Is the battery at least partially charged?
Is the battery inserted correctly?

Battery cannot be charged Make sure the charger is correctly attached.
Is the battery functional? Battery functionality drops over time 
and after more than year it may no longer be functional.
Is the battery entirely empty? If this is the case, it’s necessary to 
keep the phone connected to the charger for a longer time period 
until the charging begins. This can take tens of minutes.

It’s impossible to log into the 
operator network

Signal is to weak or it may be a subject to interference. Check the 
signal strength on the icon on the screen-are there any vertical 
lines near the antenna icon?
Is the SIM card correctly inserted? In case it’s damaged, ask your 
operator to give you a replacement.

Phone calls can’t be made Is the phone logged in the operator network?
Isn’t the call block feature active?
Is your credit balance sufficient?

Phone calls can’t be 
received

Is the phone logged in the operator network?
Isn’t the call block feature active?
Is your credit balance sufficient?
Isn’t the call redirecting active?

Phone is blocked by PIN Input PUK code, which you received from your operator together 
with the SIM card to unlock your PIN or contact your operator.

SIM error SIM card contacts are dirty. Clean them.
SIM card is damaged. Buy a new one.
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Phones behaves  
unexpectedly

In menu, go to “Settings > Restore defaults in order to revert 
phone to the factory settings. In case you haven’t changed it, the 
factory password is 1122.

USEFUL INFORMATION 

To set human tone follow
Menu => Settings => User Profiles => select General / Outdoor => Customize => scroll to 
Keypad => Options => Change => select Human voice tone => OK => Options => Save

For any modify to activate/deactivate
Example Changing Alarm follow:
Menu => Extras => Alarms => Edit => State ... to change from off to on, press the * / # keys

 

MANUFACTURER’S LIMITED WARRANTY

This warranty does not limit the rights granted to consumers by specific national rules on consumer goods. 
The period of time during which this warranty is valid is limited to 24 months starting from the first date of 
purchase of the product.  If it is used for professional purposes, the period is reduced to 12 months.  During 
the warranty period, the national distributor Easyteck indicated at the bottom of this certificate, will, at its 
own expense and within a reasonable time, remove any interferences that may be encountered, and caused 
by manufacturing defects. Except as required by applicable law, the defects found by assistance personnel 
will be resolved by repair or, at the discretion Easyteck, through the replacement of the Product.
This limited warranty is only valid in the European country for which the product is intended and is the sole 
responsibility of the national distributor of reference for that country and which is identified in the bottom of 
the certificate. Some limitations in assistance services covered by this warranty may arise from the presence 
of specific components for a country.
Warranty referred to accessories and spare parts contained in the package
The package for the product covered by this warranty may contain accessories or spare parts that have a 
different warranty period since they are consumables, the warranty periods are summarized as follows:
- 24 months  for cell phones
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- 12 months  for non-consumable accessories
-  6 months  for batteries, headsets, memory cards or other.

The following are not covered by the warranty:
-The manuals and/or packaging 
-User contents, configurations downloaded  into the product or third party software 
-Costs related to shipping the product to and from an authorized service center 
-Deterioration caused by normal wear and tear including batteries 
-Breakage due to accidental causes or inexperience and all damages caused by any external agent. 
-Damage caused by improper use as described in the manual supplied with the product. 
-All failures caused by use of non-original accessories, by viruses, or by connections to computers and 
networks. 
-All defects caused by exposure to moisture and/or steam, from use under extreme thermal or environmental 
conditions or in the presence of corrosion, oxidation, food, liquid or chemical spills.

Limits of Liability:
The SIM card that is required to use the phone is provided by the phone operator and is therefore excluded 
from the warranty. 
-This warranty is the protection given to the consumer by Easyteck through the reference dealer and is not 
intended to limit guarantees to the consumer which the retailer must ensure in accordance with the laws of 
the different countries.

-This warranty will be honored only and exclusively at authorized service centers or at retailers that are 
responsible for selling Easyteck brand products. 
-The terms of the Guarantee shall not be extended under any circumstances and will be effective only from 
the date the product is first sold to the final consumer, as certified by a valid receipt.
-The faulty parts replaced during repairs under warranty are the sole property of Easyteck and cannot be 
demanded by the consumer in any way. 
-To the extent permitted by applicable law and in the absence of fraud, no liability is attributable to Easyteck 
for damages due to loss of user data caused by any defect covered by the warranty.
-The consumer, to be able to obtain the repair, must always deliver the product to the authorized service 
center at his own expense, devoid of any lock or security code that limits or prevents use. 
-Loss of profit, losses caused by non-use of the product or loss of revenues for any direct, indirect, special 
or consequential damages are also excluded from the liability. 
-The responsibility of Easyteck is always limited to the purchase value of the product and the consumer is 
always responsible for keeping a copy of the personal data and software stored in the phone’s memory. 
-For faults which, for the reasons listed above, are not attributable to the terms of this warranty the con-
sumer who does not want to have the repair carried out, will be required to pay the corresponding amount 
requested by the service center. Easyteck shall in no way be held responsible for this request because it is 
not under warranty. 
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CAUTION: The warranty is not valid if any attempts have been made to open or tamper with the pro-
duct, including remove and/or obliterate labels and/or the IMEI code of the product.
Product sold in the European community
Manufactured by Fonex S.p.A. via dell’artigianato 2/4 Sant’Albano Stura (CN) 
MADE IN CHINA

Stamp and signature of dealer

Date of purchase

INFORMATION FOR USERS
pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 49 of March 14, 2014
“Implementation of Directive 2012/19 / EU on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)”
This wheeled bin symbol on the product indicates that at the end of its life must be collected separately from 
other waste. The user must, therefore, take the remote control integrates the essential components that got 
to its life to the appropriate differentiated collection centers for electronic and electro-technical waste, or 
return it to the dealer when purchasing a new appliance of equivalent type, in terms of one to one, or one to 
zero for equipment having longer side of less than 25 cm. Appropriate separate collection for the decommis-
sioned equipment for recycling, processing and environmentally compatible disposal helps prevent negative 
impact on the environment and human health and promotes recycling of the materials making up the 
product. Illegal dumping of the product by the user entails the application of administrative sanctions stated 
in Legislative Decree n. Legislative Decree No. 49 of March 14, 2014.
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Your product contains batteries covered by the European Directive 2013/56/EU, and that can not be dispo-
sed of with normal household waste. Please inform yourself about the local rules on separate collection of 
batteries because correct disposal helps to prevent negative consequences for the environment and health.
The battery is incorporated, to be disposed at the end of the useful life of the product, it can not be removed 
by the user. In this case, recycling or recovery centers handle the dismantling of the product and remove the 
battery.

READ CAREFULLY AND KEEP THE INFORMATION FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

Declaration of conformity Directive RED 2014/53/EU
The company FONEX SPA declares that the product T110 complies with the essential requirements of the 
RED 2014/53/EU.
The declaration of conformity in complete form is available at the headquarters of FONEX SPA via  
dell’Artigianato 2/4 - 12040 - Sant’Albano Stura (CN)


